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Drive seeks good turnout at polls

Voter registration up for college students
by Janet Boyer
staff reporter

Statistics from the 1980 Ohio census
show that 25 percent of the collegeage population is registered to vote.
In an attempt to raise this number, 80
percent of the state universities in
Ohio are making one last effort at
registering people to vote by the Oct.
11 deadline.

However, getting people registered
doesn't ensure they will vote.
As a result, a proposal has been
made to start a ''Get Out To Vote"
drive, Maryline Michel, training officer to the secretary of state said at an
informal luncheon Thursday.
"The GOTV drive is a post-registration drive which will encourage people to vote on election day," Michel
said.

The program entails a massive universities in order to help with the
phone calling effort and advertising voting drive, Michel said.
"OUR BIGGEST goal is to push for
campaign reminding people to get out
and vote on election day, Michel said. registration and then get at least 60
"There are numerous things you percent of those people to vote,"
can do in a GOTV drive it Just depends Michel said.
All three issues on the November
on what you have access to and the
human resources that are available," ballot really affect students because
when budget cuts are made usually
Michel said.
The secretary of state's office is one of the first programs to suffer is
sending representatives to all state education, Michel said.

Getting a large voter turnout will
show that students are aware of the
issues and are a very powerful political influence, she added.
The reason only state universities
were visited was because it was a last
minute idea to send out the representatives, Michel said.
' 'We wanted to go to the schools that
had a large number of students and
most state schools have a larger pop-

ulation than private schools," she
added.
"I was really impressed and
pleased that students are taking an
active effort here at the University,"
Michel said.
The network has been laid by registering people to vote, Brian Baird,
Undergraduate Student Government
president said. Now USG must encourage them to get out and do so.

Replacement
will follow
Begin s plan
JERUSALEM (AP) - Yitzhak Shamir was sworn in as Israel's seventh
prime minister yesterday and
pledged to follow the course charted
by Menaehem Begin in Lebanon and
the occupied West Bank.
Shamir won a 60-53 vote of confidence with one abstention in Parliament.
Communist deputy Charlie Biton
was ejected for screaming insults
when Finance Minister Yoram Aridor
was at the podium. Several other
leftists walked out of the chamber in
protest.

On the run

op, news sloff/JomesvouB

Shamir said he would remain foreign minister, a portfolio he has held
since 1980, and offered no signs of a
change in foreign policy. He also
made no changes in the 19-minister
Cabinet bequeathed to him by Begin,
who resigned on Sept. 15.

Participants in Friday night's "snake dance" run past the Mileti Alumni Center on their way to a bonfire behind Perry Stadium.
According to a (JAO spokesperson, 695 students took part in the dance and the pep rally which followed, an increase of "about
a hundred" over last year. The University's 1975 snake dance, attended by 3,376 students, set the world record that year. That
record was broken In 1977 by a group of 4,742 In England. The present record of 8,128 was set In Devon, England In 1978.

No favorite emerges
as Watt's successor
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Reagan
administration put its search for
James Watt's successor on a fast
track yesterday, looking first for a
conservative Westerner as interior
secretary.
While no single name emerged as a
clear-cut favorite, Reagan aides said
the president hoped to announce his
choice in one to two weeks.
Presidential counselor Edwin
Meese III insisted that no list of
names was drawn up before Watt
resigned, but he said the selection
process would now begin in earnest.
For the time being, Watt will remain as interior secretary, agreeing
to stay on the job until a successor is
confirmed by the Senate. Meese said
the administration hoped to have its
nominee cleared by the time Congress
adjourns next month.

"I am sure the president has a lot of
good people to consider and I am
complimented if I am one of them,"
Hansen said, adding that be had not
yet been contacted by anyone from
the administration.

While Meese refused to speculate
about possible successors, other administration and Capitol Hill sources
said names in the running included
former Sen. Clifford Hansen, who was
Reagan's first choice for the job back
in I960; Rep. Manuel Lujan, R-N.M.;
Energy Secretary Donald Hodel, who
served as Watt's top aide for two
Sears; former House Minority Leader
ohn Rhodes, R-Ariz.; former Sen.
James Buckley, R-N.Y., and J.J. Simmons in, Watt's current top deputy.

conclusion at the end of last week that
it would be best for him to resign
following the furor over his wisecrack
about ''a black,... a woman, two
Jews and a cripple" on a coal-leasing
advisory panel.
BALDWIN SAID Watt had a letter
prepared but he "wasn't sure that the
president would accept the resignation." Watt called Reagan to inform
him of his decision one hour before
announcing it Sunday.

HANSEN, of Wyoming, turned Reagan down before, mainly because he
did not want to be subjected to the
stiff financial disclosures required of
nominees. But Hansen said after
Watt's resignation those requirements have been relaxed somewhat.

Watt believes be put in place the
major policy changes at the Interior
Department, Baldwin said, and "his
role for next year would really have
lust been managing." Baldwin said
Watt decided to step down rather than
lose a Senate no-confidence vote.

Watt, meanwhile, remained on vacation at the California ranch where
he read his resignation to reporters in
a cow pasture. As Watt's press secretary briefed reporters yesterday,
Watt could be seen playing tennis in
the background with ranch owner
Thomas Barrack.
"This is a period of decompression
for him," Doug Baldwin, Watt's chief
spokesman, said, adding that Watt
would probably stay at the ranch until
the end of the week.
Baldwin said Watt had come to the

the bottom lineMarietta
showboat
honored

MARIETTA, Ohio (AP) - The showboat Becky Thatcher has been named
to the National Register of Historic
Places, boat owners said yesterday.
They said it could mean a lot in
terms of grants and gifts for the boat.
which was known as the Mississippi
HI when it was built by the Army
Corps of Engineers in 1926.

Students cleared of charges
One of a series
by Nancy Beach
staff reporter

In an unusual action the Academic
Honesty Committee has cleared two
University students charged with exchanging information during spring
semester finals.
The students, Mike Cannon and
Tracy Harpster, both criminal justice
majors, were charged last April with
exchanging Information on a test,
according to Dr. Emil Dansker, current chair of the Academic Honesty
Committee.
The charge was not unusual but the
circumstances surrounding this case
were unusual, Dansker said.
"It was the first time we had had to
investigate a case so thoroughly,"
said Dansker. "Usually a student gets
caught more or less red-handed and
after we talk to him, he usually acTi the punishment assigned.'
this particular case, the instructor of the course, Dr. John Flickinger,
was not present at the time the examination was given. A graduate assistant was proctoring the test.
"Five people came to me with complaints of suspicious
activity," Flickinger said 'TI asked them if they
would swear to this, and they said yes,
so I got affidavits from them ana
started the process In motion. I did
what was appropriate under these
circumstances."
ACCORDING TO the University
Student Code on offenses such as
cheating on a test, the instructor of
the course must notify the student of
his accusation and tell the student's
academic dean.
The instructor also assigns the penalty, the severity of which is listed in

the Student Code. In this case, Flickinger said he notified the students and
then assigned them a grade of withdraw/fail (WF).
Harpster, who is no longer a student
at the University, said he felt he and
Cannon were denied due process and
a chance to tell their story.
"We were criminal justice majors.
We were taught our rights in class.
When Flickinger told us we were out
of the class, we said, 'Hey. where is
our due process? Why can't we face
our accusers? Can't we tell our side of
the story?' " Harpster said.
According to the Student Code, each
student is entitled to meet with his
academic dean within 10 days of
learning of his punishment. Harpster
said they were not given the opportunity to see their accusers or explain
their story until m«"th« later.
"WE WENT to see Dr. Morgan
(then assistant dean of Health and
Community Services) and he said he
wanted to talk to Flickinger about the
problem. We never got to meet with
him again, so I guess that counted as
our hearing," Harpster said.
Dansker said there are no established University-wide guidelines for
departments or colleges to follow
when a student is accused of academic dishonesty.
"Each department has its own procedures for hearings and such," Dansker said.
The Student Code states the instructor must "confer with the student"
when he is accused of dishonesty that
results in a punishment of less than
suspension, but it does not state specifically what this means.
However, Harpster said they were
informed that if they wanted to appeal
the decision, they could submit a
written appeal to the Academic Hon-

Mike Cannon

bg news stafl/Patrck Sandor

esty Committee asking them to re- bers of the committee were out of
view the case.
town and others were difficult to
"So, we appealed to the Academic reach.
Harpster said by the time they
Honesty Committee. All this time I
was waitng to graduate " Harpster ' came Wore the committee, one stusaid. "Then I talked with Dr. Dansker dent who accused them of exchanging
and it wasn't until July that we finally information could not even remember
fot to tell our side of the story. He if they were the ones be had seen.
Harpster claimed it was the first
Dansker) kept telling me that they
weren't getting a quorum and all this time he had the opportunity to look
over the affidavits acquired by Flickstuff."
inger and see the students who had
DANSKER SAID since the accusa- accused them.
tion had been made on April 28, there
Finally, the committee ruled that
was only a short time left until spring Cannon and Harpster could not be
semester was over, and the commit- punished because there was not
tee was forced to meet in special enough evidence to prove they had
session over the summer. Some mem- cheated.
See HONEST poge 3

index
The corps retired the stemwheeter
in 1962. Ohio Showboat Drama bought
the vessel and moved it to Marietta in
1975. A theate r is located on the lower
deck, and the owners say they are
looking for someone to put in a new
restaurant on the upper level.
The Becky Thatcher is permanently
moored at Marietta.
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editorial
Bye, bye Watt
■president Ronald Reagan has called Interior Secretary
A James Watt's record, as a member of bis Cabinet,
"outstanding," and has said "his dedication to public service
and his accomplishments as secretary of the interior will
long be remembered."
We will most remember the man who needed to receive a
box of tact
Watt, the self-described lightning rod, has resigned after
Vk years following his recent description of an advisory
panel on coal sales. The panel described by Watt included "a
black,... a woman, two Jews and a cripple."
That comment was the last straw for the Senate, including
his Republican supporters, who began petitioning to get him
out of the Cabinet after that predictable comment.
Other well-known wise cracks Watt has said include
offending the first family by saying the Beach Boys appearing at the Washington Mall for the Fourth of July festivities
last summer would draw the "wrong element" and telling an
audience of farmers in 1981 "I don't use the words 'Democrats* and 'Republicans.' It's 'liberals' and Americans."
He's offended native Americans by saying Indian reservations are shameful examples of "the failures of socialism"
with the highest rates of unemployment, drug abuse, alcoholism and venereal disease in the country and said as persecuted evangelical Christians, he and his wife "have
experienced the hatred that has been poured out... there's
the threat of the seeds of the Holocaust-type mentality here in
America."
He always said everyone else felt the way he did, but he
was the only one who had the courage to say it like be saw it.
Hopefully, bis replacement will be someone who draws
attention to the real political issues and not the foot in his/her
mouth.

'Scapegoat'spoke his mind
by Timothy Thompson

Mr. Watt resigned. He hopped on
bis horse and rode slowly off into the
sunset, leaving America to feel good
about herself once again. Our nation
just wasn't safe with a man like that
running loose - a man who blurted our
nonstrategic opinions, a man who
wouldn't pretend that America contained no evils, a man who said unpopular things without concern for his
image. Yeah, we just weren't safe
with a man like that holding a high
government position... or were we?
It's time we sit back ami think real
hard, whether we want government
officials who speak as they believe, or
those who plan their messages so as
not to offend the public's ear. Do we
want public officials who speak from
the heart, or those who speak to the
results of a Gallup poll, carefully
creating messages through tedious
market research to make sure what
they say is in vogue?
I'm not sure of Mr. Watt's policies
or record while in office; I don't know
whether it was good or bad. I haven't
researched his background, and I'm
not going to depend on the media to do
that research for me. My concern is
with the public outcry over his last
"verbal blunder," when he referred
Let this be a lesson for those seekto his new advisory committee as
containing "a black,... a woman, ing a position of power. You'd better
hold your tongue if your beliefs distwo Jews and a cripple."
Now, that statement was not the agree with public opinion. You'd betsole reason for Watt's negative image ter realise mat at every turn there
- that statement was merely the ex- will be those trying to scapegoat you,
plosion setting off the avalanche of salivating over the chance to drive a

by Art Buchwald
I am constantly fascinated when I
read in the newspapers that the Justice Department or a federal agency
has just arrived at an agreement with
a large company or powerful individual accused of wrongdoing.
The stories read something like
this: "The Double Jeopardy Automobile Company agreed with the Justice Department not to manufacture
any more of their Double Y cars
without brake pedals. The company
paid a $50,000 fine, and said it would
recall all Double V cars now on the
road that are missing the brake pedal.
While paving the fine and making the
recall. Double Jeopardy executives
denied that there was a problem with
the Double Y car, or a reason for the
recall."
I consulted a lawyer friend, of
which I have many in Washington, to
ask him what exactly it meant when
the company was fined, agreed to
recall all its cars, and still was able to
maintain Its Innocence.
"They have to do that," he said.
"Otherwise the company would open
itself up to a lot of frivolous lawsuits."
"I understand that. But why would
the government allow them to maintain their innocence when Double
Jeoardy forgot to put a brake pedal on
the car?"
"The government is more concerned with getting the cars fixed
than the company for incompetence.
If they bring Double Jeopardy to trial
it's going to take years to resolve the
problem, and in the meantime a lot
more people could get killed."
"Suppose the company knowingly
was selling cars without brake pedals? Isn't that a criminal offense?"
"Possibly. But let's start at the
beginning. Double Jeopardy puts out
a Double Y car without brake pedals.
The engineering department catches
it after the millionth car is on the
market They inform their salespeople, who tell them to shut up.
Finally, the government safety people
get wind of it and, after testing the
vehicle for two years, come to the
conclusion mat the Double Y could
cause a danger on the highway.
"They contact Double Jeopardy
and say their data indicates the Double Y car may have a flaw in its
braking system. The company responds by saying the safety agency
did not teat the car under road condi-

tions, and the only time people have
accidents in a Double Y car is when
they try to stop it.
"The safety agency studies the data
submitted by Double Jeopardy and
concludes the only thins that can stop
a Double Y car is a brick wall In
preparations for this negative reaction, Double Jeopardy has hired the
best law firm in Washington - that
usually means the law firm with the
best connections to toe present administration. The lawyer calls his
friends at Justice and says he is
shocked that the auto safety agency
would pick on an American car firm
Just as the economy is starting to
shape up. He offers to meet with the
Justice Department lawyer to work
out an equitable solution that will
satisfy the company and the government. They make a date for a golf
game at the Burning Tree Club."
"It sounds so civilized," I said.
"It is. Usually by the ninth bole an
agreement can be hammered out In
the case of the Double Y car. the
Justice man says, because of the
publicity, he cant look the other way
and Double Jeopardy will have to be
fined and go ahead with a recall.
"The lawyer for the company says
this is all right with him. providing
Double Jeopardy doesn't have to admit there is anything wrong with the
car, or else the settlement could be
construed as an admission of guilt.
"The Justice Department lawyer
says he is sure he can get the auto
safety agency to agree to the stipulation, providing Double Jeopardy pomises not to do it again.
"This is where I always get confused," I said. "Double Jeopardy
agrees with the government there is a
serious defect in the Double Y car. but
doesn't have to admit it to its customers."
My lawyer friend said, "That's because you don't understand how the
government and big business work.
The government's job is to protect the
consumer; the company's job is to
protect their sales. As long as both
sides sign an agreement that they
know the company botched, the law
satisfies without admitting it, and no
one really gets hurt."
Art Buchwald Is a columnist for toe
Low Angeles Times Syndicate.
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blade deep into your back. And.you'd nation will leave precious fewer -polibetter realize that everything you say ticians must pay closer attention to
is suspect - your words will be bent, the opinion polls, not to their beliefs.
pullea out of context, and miscons- Anyway, Mr. Watt has ridden his
trued to the point where one horse into oblivion, and we must get
statement may paint a damning pic- back to business - who can we scapegoat next?
ture of your entire life.
Timothy Thompson, a columnist
There are a precious few who will
stand by their beliefs and state them and cartoonist for the News, Is a
publicly when those beliefs are not . doctoral candidate in interpersonal
popular. Incidents like Watt's resig- and public communication.
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Priest would make princess into saint
by Oory Wills

Paradox: cars recalled,
makers did no wrong?

unpopular statements that has been
mounting. But why were people so
upset by this reference to minorities?
Was it a backhanded remark that
made fun of minority quotas in hiring
practices? Did that statement touch a
nerve about an unfair solution for
establishing fairness and equal opportunity? Was it that he joked lightly
about an issue held so dear and taken
so seriously by so many Americans?
Was what he said really bad?
The media, and I guess America in
general, has successfully hung a scapegoat .. please cancel my reservation to the lynching party. James
Watt didn't get what was coming to
him, rather, a certain few or possibly
many got to vent their frustrations
through the victimization of one man.
And of course, many followed in this
ritual of public hating without knowing what It was they were hating. The
foot-in-the-mouth routine has comic
value, and you can be sure comedians
across the country jumped on the
opportunity. The only problem was
that it was other people, not Watt,
putting their feet in his mouth. And
while they were kicking his teeth in
they screamed, "Why don't you say
what is popular and safe and planned
- not what you believe!"

The silly priests are at it again.
When John Kennedy died, a silly
priest named Andrew Greeley suggested that Kennedy be canonized as
a Doctor of the Church. Father Greeley rightly noted that saints were
declared in the early Western church
by popular acclamation. But that was
the demand of a small and enclosed
community, entirely Christian, praying at the tomb of a person known
intimately to his or her fellows. (One
note of the Christian world at that
time was its receptivity to female
leadership - not something the Christian tradition stayed true to.)
John Kennedy could hardly have
been canonized by the community he
moved in. Most of it, for a start, was
not Catholic. And the Catholics wanting to canonize (really, defy) him did
not know him. They were typified by

Key article presents
no insight into Choice
The time has come again when the
new issue of The Key arrives, providing us with the opportunity to reminisce on the year gone by. This year's
Key is particulary memorable to
those it offended so deeply - the
members of Choice. I refer to the
story entitled, "Choice," pages SO-SO.
The title of the article gives the
reader the misleading impression
that the story is an informational one
about the University's gay student
union - which is what the author had
promised it would be to those she
Interviewed. Unfortunately, it provides no insight into the group. Choice
is, in fact, mentioned in only three
paragraphs of the tedious and graphic
story, with only two of those providing
a feeble attempt at describing the
nature of the organization. Choice is
an educational, social and support
group for gays and friends of gays,
the name referring not to the fact that
one has a choice to be gay, but a
choice of whether or not to act on gay
feelings that one may have.
The story portrayed the life of the
cruising gays, which differs little
from that of the cruii
along with presenting a
image of gay men and women ...
Choice, and other gay organizations,
has been attempting to destroy.
I invite comment from the University community and administration,
for this article reflects negatively
upon the University as well as damaging the efforts of the gay community.
I also present a challenge to the
University's student publications to
present an objective, informative
story which accurately reflects
Choice and a gay community.

the nuns he talked to, in Ben Dradlee's presence, telling them a callous
story about bis wife's early desire to
be a nun.
Now another silly priest, Monsignor
Piero Pintas, has asked the readers of
the National Enquirer to pray for the
canonization of Princess Grace.
There is an interesting shift of focus
from the original community of intimates to the audience of an American
gossip magazine, addressed by an
Italian busybody, on behalf of a Monacan princess. Community formed
around sacred communion at a shrine
has yielded to "communication" as a
sacrament In itself. Celebration of
sacerd rites has become celebrity as
sacred.
The issue of the National Enquirer
in which this call for prayer was
launched contains the usual emthings that 19-20 year olds would still
be able to do if Issue 1 passes, i.e.
VOTE, SERVE IN THE MILITARY,
HAVE CHILDREN, GET MARRIED,
etc. Is this for real??? Do 19-20 year
olds actually equate 1) marriage, 2)
child bearing, 3) VOTING, for example, with arinW beer!! If this is the
prevailing attitude, then this is proof
enough that 19-20 year olds (as well as
the people on the "Let 19 Work Comniittoe") lack the maturity necessary
for "responsible drinking.''
For myself and my peers, we could
buy "12" beer after age 18, BUT,
boys that I went to school with, some
from first grade through high school
graduation, were drafted and sent to
Viet Nam. Several never came back
and many came back shattered. Disregarding my personal opposition to
this war, it seems clear that all who
did return came back to an ungrateful
and unsympathetic nation. Although
these 18-19 year, olds were drafted,
they did not have the right to VOTE!!
We had to wait until we were 21 years
old to vote on important issues (such
as our involvement in Viet Nam).
Being a social drinker, I don't ob6ct to alcohol or beer in general,
owever, I find the banality of
statements like "To protect your right
to drink,..." utterly comical Is
there anything more unimportant in
this world than the protection
of one's
"right to drink beerT' at age 19 and 20?
Raising two adolescent children
alone, I can think of many, many
things that are a great deal more
important. For example, Issues 2 and
3. How many working children can
actually object to paying 3% of their
total Income in state income taxes?
My children need an education and
will need all the student loans as well
as other aid they can get to obtain a

phases. Sex and disaster, approxi- the vehicles of escape. Followers lead
mating each other. Celebrities and a dream life in their ideal other
freaks, ditto. Diets and health, ditto. selves. Saints change people's lives.
Religion and astrology, ditto. But the Princess Diana changes adolescent
common strand running through this British hairstyles.
familiar mix is the presence of celebIn an unintended way, the Greeley
rities engaging in sex, disasters, disilliness did reveal a social trend in
ets, superstition, etc.
America, the merging of political
Hero worship is a generous im- admiration and a cult of celebrity.
pulse, and the cult of saints is one of Kennedy shone with Hollywood's own
its nobler forms. The hero is a spur glitter; and Reagan is his true heir,
and model to those who admire him or why be a mere saint when one can
her - as young Bach admired Buxte- become a star? We have traded the
hud, or Shakespeare imitated Mar- challenge of the martyr's macerated
lowe. The teacher, protector, model flesh for the "celestial bodies" of
and rival calls out greatness in his or Princess Grace, and - in the same
her follower, taps new sources of issue of theNational Enquirer -. "dynastic rivals for power like .Linda
effort and achievement.
Evans and Joan Collins.
The celebrity, by contrast, is not a
challenge. For the followers who
scream and swoon over their "idols," Gary Wills is a columnist for the
those known for being known become Universal Press Syndicate.
college degree. Also, I know that
someone's taxes paid for my schooling. Perhaps its just a matter of
perspective. In any case, I'm sure the
''Let 19 Work Committee." a.k.a. beer
makers, bottlers, and sellers of Ohio,
will keep the jokes coming.

, then we shouldn't say anything at

For anyone who is still skeptical
about this issue and is not willing to
regard the speculations of a university student, ponder a moment on the
words of the respected orator Winston
Churchill, in his speech "The Critic."
Patricia L. Wito Churchill wrote:
315 E. LoRoy
"It is not the critic who counts,.nor
the man who points out how the strong
man stumbles or where the doer of
Before hecklers taunt,
deeds could have done better. The
try on a muddy jersey
credit belongs to the man who is
actually in the arena; whose face is
In an Oct. 6 letter to the BG News, marred with dust and sweat; who
Line Davis reprimanded the newspa- strives valiantly; who errs and may
per for a tasteless caption referring to fall again and again; who spends
a Kent State rugby player. He said, himself in a worthy cause. The credit
"The caption was potentially libelous belongs to the man who at best knows
and almost certainly malicious." He in the end the triumph of high
denounced the BG News for "engag- achievement and who at the worst if
ing in random attacks on defenseless he fails, at least fails, while daring
people." I find it deplorable as well, greatly, so that his place shall never
and commend Davis for bringing this be with those cold or timid souls who
issue to light. However, I feefthat not know neither victory nor defeat"
only should the BG News heed these
John C. Huffman
words but the students should as well.
436 Anderson
It is easy for us as spectators to
ridicule the performance of those
respond
atheletes actually in the arena. We
The BG News Editorial Page is
seem to know so much more and to be
the campus forum for comments
so much better than the well-trained
regarding articles in The News or
athletes and coaches. School spirit is
important issues concerning the
important and highly encouraged, but
University and its community.
not at the expense of slandering someone's character. If the bleacher critGuest columns from members of
the University community are
ics are willing to put on a jersey and
get on the field of competition against
gladly accepted. If you would like
to write a ''commentary" column
those that they ridicule, I can accept
please contact the editorial editor.
their insipid heckling. Yet I cannot
condone the obnoxious tauntings of
Address your comments to:
one who is not willing to have himself
Editor
put to the test. Sports are for our
The BG News
enjoyment so if we, as spectators
can't find something constructive to
106 University Hall
say, be it for our team or the oppos-

Clear Views

by T. Downing and T. Cieary
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Leslie C. Holmes
tox22
Unhrorslty Had

More important Issues
In election than drinking
I really get a laugh out of the
oversized ads regarding Issue 1 which
plead the case of the poor unfortunate
KMO year olds in Ohio who would be
deprived of their "right to drink beer"
if this issue is successful. The ad in
the October 5,1983, edition of the BG
News, for example, listed some of the
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Professor quits
BG council seat
by Carolyn Van Schalk
assistant managing editor

Wendell Jones, city
councilman-at-large, resigned his council seat yesterday saying excessive
personal and professional
commitments contributed
to his decision.
In a letter to Bowling
Green Mayor Bruce Bellard, Jones said "personal
and professional obligations have contributed to
an erosion of my time and
have made it increasingly
difficult for me to address
my council obligations."
Jones, had he finished
his term scheduled to end
in January, would have
completed six nonconsecutive years as a council
'I was going to try to

keep my term going but
burdens were getting too
heavy," Jones said, adding
"the lack of controversy at
the present time allowed
me to resign."
Jones, a professor of music at the University, is
beginning his third year of
law school at the University of Toledo.
According to Bellard, the
resignation of Jones was
somewhat expected but in
no way forced by council
members.
"I think he's been trying
to cover too much in the
last few months," Bellard
said, adding that "It was
his (Jones's) own personal
decision.
"HE'S BEEN a good
council member," Bellard
said, adding "he's put in a

Renee Tol liver
chosen as Rep
by Monica Orow
stall reporter

long time at it"
Geraldine Jensen, first
ward representative, said
she was not surprised by
the decision.
"He found it difficult to
give the kind of commitment he wanted to," she
said.

From parade car to
muddy football field, the
1963-1964 senior homecoming candidates smiled
through the day's events.
When the votes were tallied, Renee Tolliver became the second black
woman to be named senior
representative here.

According to Bellard,
filling the vacant seat
should not pose a problem
and should have no effect
on council decisions.

"Traditionally, the senior representative has
been a figurehead,"
Tolliver, an interpersonal
communications major
from Springfield, Ohio,
said. "I see it as a leadership position.
"Saturday was very
nice, but it shouldn't be a
one-day affair," Tolliver
said. Although she is graduating in December,
Tolliver said she would like
to become involved as
much as she can as a
leader and representative
of the University.

Council has the option of
appointing a temporary
member, but Bellard said
be hopes council would
wait until the Nov. 8 election t<> HI! the seat. This
action would allow Bellard
to approve immediate installation of the popularly
elected candidate.

^-dateline—Oct. 11,1983
Voters - The last day for voter registration is today. Anyone wishing to
sign up may register at 305 Student
Services Building from 8 a.m. to noon
and 1-4 p.m. or the Business Administration Building, local bars or the
Wood County Board of Elections.
Sailing - The University Sailing Club
will hold its weekly meeting tonight at
9 p.m. in 222 Math Science Building.
All are welcome.

SRC - This week's Select-a-Sport,
sponsored by the Student Rec Center,
will be Wallyball. The event will last
all week. Those wishing to participate
can meet at 8 p.m. on Racket ball
court No. 2.
Dateline, a daily service of the Newt,
lists dates and times of campus
events. Submissions by all organizations are welcome and must be turned
in typed and double spaced one week
prior to the event.

Honest.
Dr. Steven Ludd, assistant professor of political
science and pre-law adviser, helped Cannon and
Harpster with their case.
HE SAID he felt it was
not right by legal standards to allow Flickinger

to appeal the original decision.
"It is the same as if we
let prosecutors appeal decisions made against them
in a court of law. It is
something that is not
done," Ludd said.

bg news statt/Can Lee ©faro

TOLLIVER ACTIVELY
campaigned for votes, saying as soon as she found out
she was a finalist she made
posters, distributed flyers
and talked to people asking
for their support.
"I gave 150 percent," she
said.
Why all the active campaigning? "I wanted it,"
Tolliver said, and "a lot of
students were behind me."
Tolliver noted that the
black community heavily
supported her in voting,
but added she was also
supported by white students. She said if white
students didn't want her to
be representative, they
would have come out to
vote against her.

Hood ornaments hidden on roof
The roof of the WBGUTV studio building on the
comer of First ana Troupe
streets not only needed repair services Friday afternoon, but the services of
city and University police
officers as well. It appears
the roof has been used to

SENIORS!

harbor stolen hood ornaments.
Maintenance men repairing the roof stumbled
on about 80 of these metal
prestige pieces found in the
slant dividing the old section of the building from
the lower east section, Associate Director of Public
Safety,' Dean Gerkens,
said.

"They were grouped ornaments and trunk emaccording to the make of blems stolen from autos
the car, Gerkens said. parked in campus and city
Last month he said the lots.
Although nothing is cerpieces were probably being used to make belt tain, he said be suspects
Sveniles are behind the
buckles.
efts, he said, because if
Gerkens said officers
speculate a connection be- the culprits were residents
tween the recovered orna- or students, they would
ments and several recently have some place to store
reported incidents of hood the ornaments. "But juve-

niles would have a hard
time sneaking ornaments
into their houses without
their parents seeing
them," Gerkens said.
The University and city
officers are trying to trace
the confiscated pieces
back to their owners, "if
they have not bought newones already," Gerkens
said.

ISSUE 1 IS UNFAIR
TO 19-AND 20-YEAR-OLD
OHIOANS

0
IN '

.

6HOT

"I know people can't
help but say 'she's black,'
" Tolliver said, "but I'm
also a woman and a student." She acknowledged
that her appointment has
"boosted the spirit of the
black community."

Stolen goods found
by Morcy ©rande
Start reporter

.. .from page one

At this point, Flickinger
said be felt the evidence
had not been researched
thoroughly enough and requested University President Dr. .Paul Olscamp to
review the case personally. Olscamp granted this
request.

Renee Tolliver

Tolliver said she is especially interested in the
Alumni Center, recruiting
and admissions. She said
she would be willing to

visit high schools with recruitment officers and talk
especially to non-white students about the University.
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LAST DAY TO
REGISTER TO VOTE

NO
ON ISSUE 1
REGISTER TO VOTE AT THESE BG LOCATIONS;
The yearbook photographer is in town for a
limited amount of time only.
Call 372-0086 to schedule ypur appointment
or come to the The KEY office
at 310 Student Services.

DON'T BE LEFTOUT!

•

Brathaus
• Norton's
• 305 Student Services
• Howard's
• Sam B's
8-12 and 1-4 daily
• Main Street • Uptown/Downtown • BA Building, Ground
• Mark's Pizza Pub
Floor 10-4 pm
• Administration Building
• Wood County Board of Elections
8:30-4:30 daily
• Even though the Constitution GUARANTEES 19 and 20 year old Ohioans every right
to adulthood, Issue 1 would deny them the right to drink beer,
e So, to stop Issue 1 from treating young adults like they are still in diapers, VOTE NO
ON ISSUE 1.

^

TO PROTECT YOUR RIGHT TO DRINK,
PROTECT YOUR RIGHT TO VOTE.
REGISTER TODAYI

J

state/world
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Killings outrage mourners
SEOUL. South Korea
(AP) - Thousands of outraged mourners rallied
yesterday to denounce the
Burma bombing that killed
16 members of a South
Korean presidential delegation. President Chun
Doohwan said the blast
was aimed at him and accused communist North
Korea of instigating it.
Chun, who avoided the
Sunday explosion by minutes because his motorcade was delayed in
traffic, announced nationwide mourning when he
returned home early yesterday. He decried the attack that killed his senior

advisers, including four
key Cabinet ministers, and
his closest friends.
"We will not be the only
ones who point to the North
Korean communists, the
most inhumane group of
people on earth, as the
perpetrators of the brutal
crime to harm me as head
of state of the republic,"
Chun said.
No group has claimed
responsibility for the
bombing, which wrecked a
ceremonial site in the
Burma capital of Rangoon.
killing 19 people and
wounding 48 on the first
day of a scheduled 18-day
Asian goodwill tour by
Chun.

He canceled the tour immediately and flew home.
The government declared
a state of alert for the
armed forces immediately
after the attack.
MOST OF the dead were
high-ranking South Koreans, including four senior Cabinet members, the
ambassador to Burma and
Chun's press secretary.
North Korea's state-run
press has reported the
bombing briefly without
comment.
Swathed in bandages
and strapped to stretchers.
11 South Koreans wounded
in the attack returned
home last night, met by
relatives and a fleet of

ambulances at Seoul airport. The other casualties
already had been flown
home or would leave
Burma today, South Korean officials said.
Public indignation built
during the day and more
than 7,000 people held rallies in Seoul and seven
other cities to accuse the
North Korean government
of engineerine the attack.
Flags flew at half staff for
the dead; television and
radio played dirges.
Long lines of mourners
were seen yesterday at an
altar for the dead at the
National Cemetery on the
edge of Seoul, bowing and
burning incense. Similar

altars were erected nationwide.
Divided at the end of
World War II and bitter
foes in the fighting of the
1950-53 Korean War, South
and North Korea historically have accused each
other of terrorism. Since
1953, an uneasy truce has
been maintained with
large military forces separated by a demilitarized
zone.
There was some speculation the Burma bombing
and resulting heightened
vigilance might lead to
firmer controls, but most
observers said it was too
early to make such assumptions.

Official wants power plant audit overseen
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
- Saying consumers have a
right to know what they
are buying, a state consumer official said yesterday that a public advisory
committee should oversee

a state audit that will try to
pinpoint financial mismanagement at the Zimmer
Nuclear Power Plant.
Associate Consumers'
Counsel Gretchen Hummel
said Ohio Consumers'

Counsel William Spratley
has requested such an audit five times since 1961.
The latest request was
made Sept. 15, in a motion
to the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio that called

Remember your honey on

Sweetest Day
with a ceramic

Saturday, Oct. 15

HONEY JAR
BOUQUET
By TELEFLORA

a perfect addition
for any table.

from KLOTZ
FLOWER FARM
906 Napolean Rd.
352-8381

for a public committee to
oversee the audit.
Hummel said the builders knew "years and years
ago" there were problems
at the plant, but did nothing about them.
A public advisory committee should oversee the
Zimmer audit so the public
can have confidence in it.
she said.
The Cincinnati Gas and
Electric Co. is building the
nuclear plant along the
Ohio River near Cincinnati. Columbus & Southern

Ohio Electric and Dayton
Power and Light are coowners of the project.
C4S0E OFFICIALS
have opposed a management audit, saying it would
serve no purpose. The
company also argued that
the PUCO does not have
Jurisdiction and an audit
would be premature.
But Spratley said the Nuclear Regulatory Commission scrutinizes only the
safety of construction, not
the costs.

Congress may ignore
acid rain legislation
WASHINGTON (AP) With no recommendations
yet from either the Reagan
administration or the nation's governors, Congress
appears increasingly
likely to adjourn later this
fall without acting on acid
rain legislation.
But both the administration and the National Governors' Association are
close to recommending
proposals that call for reductions in sulfur dioxide
emissions, coupled with
funding mechanisms to
pay for the anti-pollution

But Green said a Cabinet
council has not made its
recommendations yet to
the president

Speaking yesterday to a
meeting of midwestem
governors, Environmental
Protection Agency Administrator William
Ruckelshaus said it won't
be long before the Reagan
administration unveils its
add rain control policy.
Ruckelshaus said any solution must be national in
scope and must include a
fair way to pay for cutting
pollution.
Late last week, a
Ruckelshaus deputy, Fitzhugh Green, said the Reagan plan would be an
"evolutionary and flexible" one.

Also last week, the acid
rain task force of the National Governors' Association adopted a statement
calling for "significant"
reductions in sulfur dioxide emissions. But the governors backed away from
a stronger recommendation seeking a 10-millionton cut in those emissions.
That watering down of
the recommendation led to
a "no" vote by Massachusetts Lt. Gov. John Kerry,
who said the plan did not
go far enough.

K

"MUCH AS I would like
to give you a sneak preview of our decision, I cannot. We haven't made it,"
Green said Thursday.
But Green confirmed reports that one proposal
backed by Ruckelshaus
was opposed by officials of
the Office of Management
and Budget and the Energy Department as too

THE PROPOSAL now
goes to the governors' as-

sociation's executive committee Oct. 21.
Although Ruckelshaus
and others say more research is needed on both
the causes of acid rain and
the solutions, the National
Academy of Sciences concluded in a report in June
that the acid rain that is
damaging lakes in the
Eastern United States and
Canada is linked to sulfur
dioxide emitted from coalfired boilers.
The report said a reduction in sulfur dioxide emissions would lead to a
reduction in acid rain.
The Energy Information
Administration, a federal
agency, said in a study in
August that the costs of a
50 percent reduction in
emissions could cost from
$6.8 billion to $11.1 billion a
year in the 31 eastern
states by 1993.
That would amount to an
average 6 percent increase
in consumer electric bills,
an increase that could be
higher for customers of
utilities heavily depending
on high-sulfur coal.

J^ in conjuntion with WOMEN FOR WOMEN,
THE SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM AND
WOMEN IN COMMUNICA TION
present:
THE ANCHOR WOMAN WHO DARED TO
FIGHT BACK

CHRISTINE
CRAFT
Mon - Oct 17 8:00 pm
GRAND BALLROOM

$3.00
lOin. One Item Pizza'
Additional
Items 50« ea.

FREE DELIVERY
Expires 10/31/83

|Cuf flowers and floral arrangements available for delivery or pickup

How to make peace withlblstoy.
•.

Tuesday Special
one day only
hit Turtlenecks
prints and stripes only
• whales, flowers, hearts
ducks, murtistripes

1/4 off
If the academic wars are getting you down, declare a cease-fire. Take a brea
with a rich and chocolatey cup of Suisse Mocha. Ifs just one of six deliciously
different flavors from
General Foods*
International Coffees.
GENERAL FOODS" INTERNATIONAL COFFEES
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR
c Gmmai Foot* Corporator! 1003

Tues Eve open till
9:00 pm

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
For Over 40 Years The Standard of
Excellence In Test Preparation.

MCATDATLSAT
SHE •« PSYCH • ORE MO • BftUT
PCffT *0GpTr • WT*DMI .
SSAT • PMT • SAT • ACHEYEMEMTS • ACT
TOEFL-MSXP -WTl NED BOARDS -WE
ECRW-ftfX-UntOTALBOMDS

CPI

nnmtt

i-H.

Ml «rr «• m» ii MMM
TUT MWMMTIQN
MdiuniBMni

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

ISM SECOfl NO
SUITE 201
TOLEDO, OH

CALL: 536-3701

for Inlo-mafcoo Abow< Otf»r CwtMra In Uo<a Than IOC M«la> U» CMOS * AftroN

OUT1PE N.Y. tTATE CALL TOLL FBEC: 900 221-1792
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SESQUICENTENNIAL
PARADE
story by
Erin Esmont
A colorful rainbow of 17 floats cascaded
through town Saturday morning marking
the final celebration of the city's 150th
birthday. As overcast skies and threatening clouds loomed overhead, thousands
of city and University residents joined
together to enjoy the planned festivities.
The winners of Best Overall Float and
Best Float for Creeks went to the combined effort of Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity,
Alpha Phi and Phi Mu sororities.
According to Carl Parker, management
information systems major and member
of the Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity, the
float was designed by Jeff Nelson, junior
restaurant management major, and other
members of the fraternity.
"The float's construction, which began
(last) Monday and ended on Saturday at
about 3:30 in the morning, cost about
•300," Parker said.
The theme of the float was "Cheers to
Bowling Green on their 150th birthday."
The float consisted of a large champagne
Dottle pouring into two glasses situated
below the neck of the bottle.

DX^

SIXTEEN MONTHS of planning went
into Bowling Green's sesquicentennial
which coincided with the University's
Homecoming events.
"Everything was very successful," Joan
Cordon, chairman of the Sesquicentennial Commission, said. "The parade was
great, and except for a few raindrops, the
weather was very cooperative."
Parade Coordinator Derek Dickinson
summed up the celebration in one word,
"outstanding."

The 95-unit ensemble included the
University marching band, the Bowling
Green High School and junior High
bands, various antique cars and almost
500 marchers in all.
Antique automobiles squired the
Homecoming Representative finalists,
the Bowling Green High School Homecoming Court, as well as city and campus
officials.
"UAO enjoyed participating in the
parade very much and hopes to do it
again in years to come," Mary Myers, vice
president of the University Activities
Organization, said.
WINNERS OF the Best Resident Hall
float went to the participants from Prout
Hall.
"The building of the float was really a
small group effort," Dave Semko, designer of the float and an electronic
technology major, said. He said he was
unable to get everything he wanted on
the float because of the time pressure to
finish the float.
The residents' float displayed a paper
mache falcon holding a rocket, (the
Toledo mascot) in its mouth. This float
was oriented more toward Homecoming
and not toward the city celebration,"
Semko added.
Parade watcher Sharon Szalay, senior
recreational administration major, said
the spacing between units was rather
slow, "but otherwise it was good."
Gordon said there may be a weekend
celebration in the works for next year at
the same time, but nothing is definite at
this time.

The Sesquicentennial parade makes its way down N. College St. at the start of the festivities on Saturday morning.

Photos By
Phil Masturzo
Cam Lee Cifani
Sue Cross

Black Swamp Brownie Troop *886 of Bowling Green
marches in the parade.
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As a Marine Officer, you could be in charge of a Mach
2 + F/A-18A, a vertical take-off Harrier or one of our
other jets or helicopters. And you could do it by the time
you're 23. But it takes a special commitment on your
part. We demand leaders at
all levels. We teach you to be
one. If you're a freshman or
sophomore, ask about our

undergraduate officer commissioning programs. If
you're a junior, check out our graduate programs,
Starting salaries are from $17,000 to $23,000. And you
can count on going farther.. .fester.
Maybe you can be one of us.

Go farther.

See your officer Selection Officer, Capt. Fedyna or Capt. Rothman at Bowling Green State University, University
Hall on October 10-12, 1983 or call (313) 961-0892 collect

sports/wrapFOOTBALL

SOCCER

Toledo 6
Bowling Green 3

Bowling Qfeeri 7
Miami 0
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RUGBY

VOLLEYBALL

WOMEN'S CC

WOMEN'S GOLF

Bowling Green's club rugby defeated Sandusky 18-0 and 11-0
last Saturday at College Park
Field.

Bowling Green's volleyball team
was wlnles; 'ast weekend losing
to Northern Illinois and Western
Michloa".

Bowling Green's womens cross
country team defeated Ohio
University last Saturday at
Athens by a score of 24-35.

Bowling Green's women's golf
team placed third In the Ferris.
State Invitational last weekend.

Falcons beaten in defensive bat tie
offensive teams, but the defenses pletion. The Falcons took over with
were given hardly any pre-game rec- excellent field position at UT's 33.
BG moved the ball down to the four
ognition as to limiting the scoring. No
Nobody likes a low-scoring, de- one except the opposing head when McClure threw his second interception of the afternoon in the end
fensive football game. So, why did coaches.
"Our defense was great," UT coach zone to Rocket Steve Hoyt.
many of the Mid-American ConferWith time running out in the half,
ence record crowd of 33,527 Home- Dan Simrell said after the game. "It
coming fans stick around when the was a great team game on both sides. and it obvious that this game was not
rain and cold set into Doyt L. Perry Our defense was super and their de- going to be the projected high scoring
Field Saturday? Simple, it was a fense was great. There were big plays affair, Toledo quarterback Jim Kelso
made on defense on both sides. I unleashed a 33-yard bomb to Capus
Bowling Green-Toledo game.
Granted, the fair-weather fans left didn't think they would put 25 points Robinson, taking the ball down to
BG's 27.
with the score of 3-0 in favor of Toledo on the board against our defense.
WITH EIGHT seconds remaining in
"In this game emotions get higher.
at the half, but anyone who knows the
true meaning of the long-time rivalry They (UT's defense) just rose to the the half, Simrell sent in Lee to attempt a 44-yard field goal. He conknew that a big play - offensively or occasion."
"Our defense played well, and that nected, and UT took a 34 lead into the
defensively - would separate the windoesn't surprise me," BG head man lockerroom at the half.
ner from the loser.
IT WAS an enormous defensive Denny Stolz said. "We have a good
"He (Kelso) threw one pass in the
whole game and that was it," Stolz
play, and the Rockets made it and defensive football team."
The Falcons did have several said. 'It was a great throw and a
walked away with a 6-3 victory and a
3-0 MAC mark (5-0 overall), leaving chances to score early in the game, great catch and the defense was right
the Falcons in the cold at 2-1 (3-5 but untimely penalties and turnovers there. There's nothing you can do
shut them down.
about that."
overall).
Wagner fumbled midway through
With 2:43 remaining in the game
BG was not intimidated by the
and the Falcons down 6-3, quar- the first period at BG's 37, and that Rockets' easy score, as they took the
terback Brian McClure and company led to the Rockets' Tony Lee, the second half kickoff and marched
took the field at their own 17-yara line eventual hero of the game, 35-yard down field to set up a Gehad Youssef
after UT punter David Walker field goal attempt. The kick went wide 35-yard field goal - the Falcons' only
Doomed a 53-yarder with a heavy BG right and the contest remained score of the day.
Lee's game-winning boot came in
scoreless.
wind to his back.
NEAR THE end of the first quarter, the fourth quarter on a team record
McClure passed 10 straight times
with eight completions, to put the McClure tossed an errant pass in- 49-yarder with 13:48 remaining.
Looking on the bright side of BG's
Falcons on UT's 36-yard line. How- tended for Hunter that was tipped by
ever, the situation was fourtb-and-one Rocket defensive back Marc Patton loss is the fact that two seasons ago
and
into
the
hands
of
teammate
Claywith :26 showing on the clock. BG
the Falcons defeated the Rockets, 38used its last time out and then went to ton Moore. Hunter was penalized on 0, but UT went on to win the MAC title.
fullback Lamont Wagner for the first the play for an illegal crack-back Last season, the Rockets handed the
down to the Rockets' 34.
block, and the Rockets were in good eventual champion Falcons a 24-10
The next play was the game- fieldpoaition at their own 46.
beating.
UT didn't score on that possession,
breaker. McClure went for the victory
BG fans are looking for recent
with one quick strike to split end Stan but the interception nullified a poten- history to repeat itself this season.
Hunter who was racing for the end tial scoring threat by the Falcons.
"We had three scoring chances in
zone, covered by a lone UT defender,
TOt-FO laa 44.
Mark Brandon. Both went up for the the first quarter," Stolz said. "That's
•C-FC THIHl »
ball and Brandon came down with it. about all you're going to get in a game
T04.-FC LM •».
»-ll.il>
One side of Perry Stadium was a dead with Toledo. Wenadtwo clips and an
aWHWC-TaMa. Harm M Smaan «.».
silence, the other a sea of screaming interception and that's pretty much Tacfcar
S-ll. KaM* Ml. aaort l-t. Maraa* )l
■aww* Grata. Ham 14.44. Wavwr 4.f. McOwt 14
the story of the game."
Rocket fans.
The Rockets returned the fumble I'M)■•MUMG-TaMa*. KaN*. Ml-a-ir Inw,
IT WAS supposed to be a
McOwra. li it ] M>
scoreboard-busting game of run ver- favor in the second period, when BG's Graaa.
RECEIVING-Taiaaa. Maraaa, j-ll. Pavra in
i-'. Kaaaiti in. Haaanaai i )1 Gaahiit
sus pass. But no one considered that Dean Bryson landed on an Eddie MHT4
Graaa. Maaua Ml ton* tit. D..a- i.tl. Hm—
not only are these two high-scoring Harris mishandled seven-yard com- S-S4. aaaiaaal I.?. Maar t-7. Waaaar 4.IX
by More Delph
assistant sports editor

bg news staff/Patrick Sandor
Bowling Green tailback. Daryl Story. («*>) receives, a handoff from quarterback. Brian McClure, during last Saturday's
Homecoming game against Toledo.

It was a game for kicks and "D"
by Tom Hlsek
sports editor

bg news stotl/Potrick Sondor
Bowling Green linebacker, Mark Emans, (58) dives to bring down Toledo tailback, Eddie Harris, (20) in last Saturday's game
against the Rockets. Coming to aid Emans are defensive end, Steve Truchly, (47) and cornerback, Brian Munson (6).

"Bring on Nebraska," those
were the shouts coming from the
ebullient Toledo lockerroom, minutes after the Rockets had posted a
6-3 rain-dampened victory over
Bowling Green in Saturday's game
at Doyt L Perry Field.
The Falcon-Rocket matchup was
supposed to be a high-scoring affair, with both squads scoring
points in bundles. The Falcons
were going to do it through the air,
and the Rockets were going to do it
on the ground.
And, if the monsoons hadn't
rolled in during the second quarter,
the record throng of 33,527 at Perry
Field might have seen a real shootout - similar to the Nebraska-Oklahoma rivalries that always seem to
produce at least 70 points per
game.
BUT NEBRASKA, or anything
else resembling an offense, was
nowhere to be found on Saturday
afternoon. Instead, it was a day for
defensive strategists and kicking
buffs, as the scoreboard total failed
to reach 10.
"It was a defensive struggle,"
BG head coach Denny Stolz said.
"It was a defensive and a kicking
game. Their kicking game got six,
and our kicking game got three."

And so it went, UT had been
averaging over 300 yards rushing
per game, while outscoring their
opponents by an average score of
38-7. But. a stingy BG defense
limited the Rockets' bread-andbutter rushing game to only 87
yards.
Three times, UT placekicker
Tony Lee trotted onto the Perry
Field turf to attempt field goals of
35, 44 and 49 yards. Hitting on the
two longer attempts, Lee combined
with punter David Walker to pace
the Rocket kicking game. Walker
averaged 46.3 yards on 11 punts,
including a 71-yarder, to repeatedly set the Falcons back deep in
their own territory.
On the other side of the coin,
BG's Gehad Youssef and Jim
Phelps were keeping close tabs on
their Rocket munterDarts. Phelps
was called on nine times, and managed to average 45.8 yards per
boot, while Youssef gave the Falcons their only points of the day on
his 35-yard field goal, three minutes into the second half.
YOUSSEF'S ONLY other opportunity was a 51-yard effort, late in
the fourth quarter. The Falcons
had driven to the UT 23-yard line,
but two consecutive sacks took BG
back to the 38-yard line.
Youssef was kicking into a
steady gust in the Perry Field

"wind tunnel," and his steady line
drive kick had the distance, but
carried wide to the left. It would
have been Youssef s longest field
goal, breaking the BG record 49yarder he had against Toledo two
years ago.
"Youssef jumps at the ball a
little bit on the long ones," Stolz
said. "But he's capable of kicking
that distance, it was a good gamble.
"The punting for both teams was
excellent. The kicking game won
the ballgame."
But, it was down in the trenches,
where this battle was contested.
Even though BG quarterback
Brian McClure set another MAC
standard with 59 passing attempts,
it was difficult to get any drive
going with three quarters of the
game played in a driving rain.
IT WAS a game where both
teams came out feeling they had
given their all, but one team came
out with three more points than the
other.
"I believed in the defense," UT
coach Dan Simrell said of his undefeated Rockets. "In this type of
game, it can get to be very emotional, and it's easy to get fired up.
Both teams played a team defense,
and BG showed a lot of class."

Wesley sets markas Falcon kickers win Oilers' Biles quits
by Steve Qulnn
sports reporter

Not even close. That is the best way
to describe Bowling Green's soccer
team's 7-0 victory over Miami last
Saturday at Mickey Cochrane Field.
The match was so lopsided that if
goalkeeper Kim Bucher had wanted,
e could have sat on the bench ana
watched his teammates keep the ball
on the Redskin half of the field almost
the entire match. Bucher was forced
to make only one save.
The Falcons had a total of 44 shots
on goal, averaging a shot almost
every two minutes, while the
Redskins managed only three shots,
an average of one shot every 30 minutes. The number of BG shots was so
high that the statistican had to write
in numbers 41-44, because the
scorebook only lists 40 possible shots.
THE MATCH was marred by a
steady downpour of rain and cold
October air. Consequently, only about
50 diehard fans witnessed the thrashing. What most fans probably did not
realize was that one Falcon record
was broken and another was tied.
Both of the tampered records were

altered by striker Dennis Wesley.
Wesley taiiied four times for the
Falcons bringing his total goal output
to 14, and season point total to 30.
Wesley shattered teammate Neil
Ridgway's record of 12 total goals in a
season and tied Ridgway's record for
points in a season.
His four-goal performance makes
him the fourth person in Falcon history to acheive this feat. The last
person to achieve the feat was Ridgway, against Findlay in last year's
season opener.
"It is real nice to break the records," Wesley said. "But that is not
the main thing. The main thing is that
we are still winning and undefeated.
It is also important that we escaped
the game injury-free."
Another Falcon record may fall
before the season is finished. On his
way to breaking a BG record is
Bucher, who only needs four more
shutouts to break Joe Koury's record
of nine shutouts in s season. Bucher
currently has a goals-against average
of 0.35, and has surrendered just nine
goals on the year.
BG WENT easy on the Redskins by
scoring Just once in the first half. The

lone goal came at the 28:42 mark
when striker Drew Dawson assisted
Wesley in his firstgoal of the day.
Dawson gave BG what was thought
to be a 2-0 advantage with his third
goal of the season, but was denied the
honors when the officals called offsides on the Falcons.
"Drew's goal was real nice," Palmisano said. "I am not sure how they
(the officals) saw offsides. I certainly
did not see it."
With 18:42 expired in the second
half, Ridgway put the kickers' second
goal on the scoreboard when he put a
penalty shot past the Redskin goalkeeper. That goal, his ninth of the
year, gave Ridgway 24 points for the
season, currently second in team
scoring.
Despite the fact that Ridgway is
second behind Wesley, he is soil on a
pace that will better last year's output,
of 10 goals and 10 assists for the senior
all-American.
Wesley continued BG's second half
explosion, two minutes after Ridgway's penalty shot with an unassisted
6oal, and waited another two minutes
i score his third goal, breaking the
year-old record. Assisting on the goal

was Kurt Davis.
THE FALCONS relied on their
bench for the next two goals, as freshmen Gary Mericotte and Nan Chul
Shin each scored, with freshman Tom
House assisting on Shin's goal. Wesley rounded off the team's scoring and
with just 5;35 remaining in the match,
with Pete Tatley assisting.
"We really did not know a whole lot
about Miami," Palmisano said. "We
did know they were putting the ball in
the net against teams like Central
Michigan and Ohio State, but we also
knew they were being scored on."
The Falcons' record stands at 104-1
and BG has won its last seven
matches. But. the Falcons will probably receive their toughest challenge
tomorrow against Indiana (1982
NCAA champions) at Mickey Cochrane Field. BG has only played the
Hoosiers twice, corning out on the
short end of the score both times, 7-1
and 1-0.
"When we first played them (Indian" ) two years ago we were in awe
of them," Palmisano said. "This year
we are by no means in awe of them.
We have respect for their capabilities

HOUSTON (AP) - Embattled Houston Oilers Coach Ed Biles, his team
mired in a 13-game losing streak
including six losses this season, resigned yesterday, saying be was tired
of being used as a punching bag.
There was no immediate announcement from the Oilers' management
on a successor, but there was speculation that either defensive coordinator Chuck Studley or offensive
coordinator Kay Dalton would be
named interim head coach
Oilers General Manager Ladd Herxeg met with the coaching staff yesterday while players went through a
brief workout
Biles, looking relaxed and smiling,
strode into his regular Monday postgame news conference as he had done
throughout the season.
"Gentlemen, I have just resigned as
head coach of the Houston Oilers," he
said calmly. "I started thinking about
this a week ago and I've talked it over
with my wife and I talked to Ladd last
night.
r
'He told me to sleep on it but I have
not changed my mind."
Biles. 8-23 in his two-plus seasons as

the Oilers' head coach, never was
able to escape the shadow of Bum
Phillips, whom he replaced in January, 1980. Nor could he make a
success of his plan to rebuild the
Oilers by stockpiling draft choices.
"I don't feel that I failed; I just ran
out of time," said Biles.
Biles took charge of the Oilers after
Phillips had guided the Oilers to three
consecutive playoff appearances, including an 11-6 record in 1980. The
Oilers fell to 7-9 in 1981 and finished 18 in 1982.
Biles acknowledged replacing the
popular Phillips was an awesome
task."You don't want to follow a legend of that nature in your career If
you can avoid it," he said. "But I took
the opportunity to get the job."
Biles became the 10th head coach to
depart in the 23-year history of the
franchise, meaning he lasted about
the 2.3-year average for Oilers head
coaches.
"It wasn't Ed Biles' fault," veteran
center David Carter said. "He didn't
get out there on the field and make
some of those mistakes."
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Falcon ruggers shutout Sandusky BG spikers drop two matches

by Roger Maoorelfa
sports reporter

Like an auto assembly line, Bowlins Green's rugby team has been
roiling out the shutout victories. This
week's victim, Sandusky, was sent
borne after being blanked 18-0 and 11-0
by the Falcon ruggers Saturday afternoon at College Park Field.
The shutouts were BG's sixth in a
row and ninth in 14 games. The
swarming Falcon defense has held
opponents to a paltry average of three
points per game.
IT WAS fortunate for BG that the
defense was "on" because the offense, at least in the first part of the
match, certainly was not. With ball
handling hampered by the rain, and
possibly thinking ahead to this week's

clash with Big 10 power Ohio State, it injuries to score a try, along with
took a while for the BG offense to get winger John Stefano as BG won the
untracked.
first match 18-0.
"We are smaller and shorter than
BG," Sandusky coach Ed Spayd said.
IN THE second match, the rain
"All we could hope to do was make increased in intensity and it forced
sure they got poor ball poaaesion in the Falcons to turn to a ball-control
the scrums and lineouta."
game. This gave the BG forwards a
While the strategy worked in the chance to get in some scoring . Loose
lineouta, it failed miserably in the forward Joe Aulino scored on a fivescrums, as BG hooker Dave Meyer yard plunge, while prop Kevin Hyland
stole nearlv everv Sanduxkv nnt In. got his first career try on a 30-yard
The few times that Meyer could not jaunt. Kevin Beehler's penalty Kick
steal the ball, the Falcon forwards late in the sencond half gave BG an 11literally shoved their Sandusky coun- 0 victory.
terparts off it.
Now 11-1-2, the Falcons will square
BG center Glen Schwab once again off against rival Ohio State this Saturled the scoring for the Falcons, as he day at College Park Field. The match
booted two penalty kicks and two is the preliminary round of the Ohio
conversions for 10 points. Scrum half Collegiate Championships and will
Bill Miller overcame painful facial start at 1:00 p.m.

Altobelli set on Baltimore lineup
BALTIMORE (AP) - Baltimore
Orioles Manager Joe Altobelli announced a lineup yesterday for the
first game of the 1983 World Series
that did not include designated hitter
Ken Singleton.
"Believe me," Altobelli said. "I did
some soul searching, even before we
got this far, even while we were
playing Chicago."

While the Orioles were beating Chicago in four games in the American
League Championship Series there
was no problem. The designated hitter is a fixture in that league, including the playoff.
The World Series, which begins
here tonight, is another story. This
year, being an odd numbered year,

Catch the excitement as the

BOSTON CELTICS
mset the

DETROIT PISTONS
at the Pontiac Silverdome,
Oct. 28
Bus leaves 5 pm, Oct 28
from Union
Cost: »12.00 due upon
sign up in UAO office

the designated hitter is not used in the
World Series, and Altobelli had a
decision to make.
"The biggest thing is I didn't want
to put Kenny in the outfield and have
him do something that would damage
his career," Altobelli said. "He hasn't
played out there for two years, and
that would be a tall order/'
IDue to the expected deind for Falcon hockey
tickets, a limit has been
pot on the All Sports
Passes. Yon caa only get
one ticket with each Sports
Pass. Yoa can only exchange two All Sports
Passes at once. If available, general admission
tickets will go on sale
Wednesday morning with
the same I.D. restrictions
used for football ticket
sates.

byJeonDlmeo
sports reporter

Plagued with serving errors
against Northern Illinois and outplayed by Western Michigan,
Bowling Green's volleyball team
drooped both 'its matches this
weekend at Anderson Arena.
BG did not appear aggressive
throughout the four games against
NTU Friday night and missed consecutive scoring opportunities because of inconsistent serving.
BG bead coach Denise Van Oe
Walk said serving problems were
a critical factor in the loss to the
LadyHuskies.
"We didn't play as well as we
could," Van De walle said. "They
were a strong offensive team and
they had some players that hurt us
at the net."
BG lost the match 8-15,10-15,1512, and 11-15.
NTU TOOK control of the match
because of the errors made by the
Lady Falcons. Throughout the
match, BG was unable to return
the ball and was not aggressive at
the net.
During the third game, BG regained momentum and played
more consistently, enabling the
. Lady Falcons to stay in the match.
' Scoring was even for both teams
throughout the game, until senior
spiker Renee Manwaring gained
four points on serves at the 5-5
mark.

BG came on strong to win the
last five points of the game on
serves by junior Becky Snider.
But the serving errors, offensive
play and defensive blocks by NIU
stopped BG's chances of winning
the fourth and final game.
The spikers were ahead 7-2 until
NTU took control of the game and
won the next four points. Points
were scored by both teams, but BG
could not regain the lead in the
match-deciding game.
Serving errors were not a problem for the spikers Saturday afternoon. But BG proved to be no
match for last year's Mid-American Conference champions, Western Michigan.
THE WMU squad is leading the
MAC this year with a record of 8-0,
and is 13-0 overall. BG is M in the
MAC (5-13 overall).
"Western is a well-trained
team," Van De Walle said. "They
play great volleyball - that's all
aspects of the game."
BG lost the match to WMU in
three games 6-15,8-15. and 5-15.
Van De Walle said WMU is a
more experienced squad and beat
the Falcons on sheer power.
"They have better hitters and
they are just a better all around
team," she said.
During the first game, WMU
took the first five points, while BG
tried to play catch up throughout
the rest of the game.
Although WMU took command of

Bowling Green's worn- ished seventh overall with
ens golfers placed third at a two-round total of 165.
the Ferris State Invitational last weekend.
Claire Batista fin-

briefs

Ji

• impressive attempts were
made by Junior Tracey Livesey
and Flick, who had two service
aces. Freshman Lisa Berardinelli
had one block solo, one block assist
and six digs.
Against WMU, Snider had eight
kills and one errror in 21 attempts,
and Berardinelli had one block solo
and six digs.
Van De Walle said all the players
on the WMU squad were above the
.300 hitting mark, and the team's
overall statistics were impressive.
' WMU had 49 kills and 10 errors in
94 attempts, while BG tallied 20
kills and 9 errors in 88 attempts.

The Falcon women's
cross country team beat
Ohio University 24-35 last
Saturday at Athens. BG's
Laura Murphy took first
place with a time of 17:59,
a new course record for the
5000-meter event.

Try outs for the women's
varsity basketball team
will be held this Sunday
Oct. 18 at 7 pjn. in Memorial Hall. All interested
women should report dreseed to play.

LA UNION DE ESTUDIANTES LATINOS
ANNOUNCES

[ENSES SALE

PHASE III CONSTRUCTION

DURING THE match against
NTU. sophomore Deb Hopkins had
15 kills and three errors in 33 attempts, and senior Renee Manwaring had 11 kills and three errors in
24 attempts. Hopkins also had 20

Women runners win;golfers third

CONTACT
W1LCOMC MOwH TO
IMIM* ftaWIHOt m
a\M AIL a At MOMI
. tOUtwwCD WITH
| V CAS ' URNAC(
f J GAS WATCH Hi ATF a
,/GAS RANGE

the match, BG sparked during the
second game and applied pressure
to win the last few points. The
spikers impressed the Falcon fans,
keeping the ball in play while going
for almost every ball.
But BG could not over take the
tough WMU squad, and was unable
to score more than five points
during the third and final game of
the match.
Senior spiker Julaine Flick was
injured during the first game of the
match against NIU, but was able to
return to the line-up.

To all persons interested in Latino and Latin-American student Issues and concerns, that you are
invited to apply for a postion as a representative of
the Latin Student Union to sit in the Advisory
Cemmittee for General Fee Allocations (ACGFA).
For an interview with the screening committee,
please contact or call the Latin Student Union at
372-0325. Names will be accepted from Tuesday,
October 11 until Thursday, October 13,1983.

ON EXTENDED WEAR CONTACT LENSES

"New" Home Buyers
FINANCING

Bring in your soft lenses
and trade up to extended
wear lenses and receive

For More Details or See Our Model

OFF

Call —RICK METZ
BUILDER
Call Today — 352-7872

TUESDAY is
LADIES'NIGHT
with the
MALE Fantasy Show

Call Suiwi Kartell at - Newlove Realty, 352-51*1
I dfil**S VlliniSSMIII St IMI ttntll
<i ill p "i lr.-.- .,(!.•! ■> III
Men s Admission Si ■ Hi .ift.-t •) to
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Pagliai's EAST
440 E. Court St.
352-1596

EVERYONE
IS PICKING UP
ON PIIOT PENS
WATCH OUT FOR

THE STUD/ HALL SNATCHERS
Ttity know that the 89« •■ || ~f||
extra fine Pilot Raior
J|L I
Point marker pen writes j .'..
at smooth at silk. And ?*
me custom-lit metal
collar helps keep that
point extra tine page
after page. That's why
when it comes to o
Rozor Point, it's love
at first write.

ttmt

PAGLIAI'S EAST - INTRODUCING
A NEW GREEK ITEM TO OUR
EXISTING MENU
THE GYRO SANDWICH.
Expiration date 10/18/83
NMioool Spooler o< MD«'Mtr> lr-.. MMkon
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BG lacks fan enthusiasm

bg news sloH/Potrck Sondot
Toledo defensive back. Dexter Clark. (9) watches Bowling Green wide receiver, Stan Hunter, (22) leap up for a Brian
McClure pass in last Saturday's game against the Toledo Rockets. Hunter caught five of McClure's aerials for 56 yards.

You hear it ao often, it has begun
to sound like a broken recordBowiing Green, the College at
Champions. . . championships In
six sports last year. . .thegreat
reputations of the football,
basketball and hockey teams. . .
Anderson Arena, the house that
roars. . . and the list goes on and
on.
But is BG getting spoiled by its
winner's reputation? Saturday's
football game set a new MidAmerican Conference attendance
mark, and smashed the old BG
record by almost 7,000 fans.
Toledo was represented by fairly
good contingent of Rocket
supporters, occupying the
southeast section of the main
grandstand and the south end zone.
Yet, BG fans looked like a sorry lot
compared to the exuberance and
enthusiasm displayed by midnight
blue and gold supporters.
IT WASN'T difficult to notice the
disparity between the support for
either school - especially when it
seemed that almost half of the BG
contingent left for drier
surroundings when the rain started
to come down in the second
quarter.
Here's a pat on the back to those
BG supporters that weathered the
storm to to stand behind the
Falcons until Brian McClure's illfated pass with :13 seconds
remaining in the game. But what
about the rest of the lot that hit the
road?
Sure, it was raining like the
dickens. But the weathermani was
<

calling for rain that afternoon and
itlsn'fthat difficult to bring a piece
of plastic or an umbrella to the
game. And sure it Homecoming,
and a lot of you came to the game
in coats and ties, skirts and
blouses, but that Is still your team
out there - looking for your
support.

column one
by torn hisek
sports editor
Even ignoring the weather issue,
enthusiasm was far in favor of the
Toledo fans. The roar that went up
after Tony Lee's two field goals
was unbelievable, considering the
uneven ratio of BG-Toledo fans.
BG does have a fine reputation
for capacity crowds in its arenas
and stadiums. But fan support
doesn't lay in the number ot bodies
that pass through a turnstile - it's
the enthusiasm that is generated
by those bodies. And it isn't there.
LOOK BACK to last year's BGOhio basketball game, played at
Anderson Arena, to decide the
MAC playoff champion. I wasn't at
the game, attending the CCHA
hockey finals instead, but I was
told by a number of people that the
Bobcat fans were a boisterous
bunch.
OU brought their band to
Anderson Arena, and they made a
lot of noise, and it seemed that BG
fans were upstaged by the group
from Athens - on their own turf.

Falcon Hockey begins this weekend... Be there!}

TAKES A TRIP
to

£::*X*:*:*:-:-x«*x*x^^

(DRUNK DRIVINGS A DRAG
fm Fighting
^^ heart
disease and
sirpkejs^Jife
ordeatH Matter:

CLUB HOCKEY
TRYOUTS

Oct. 17, 1983
,,..,^0111,2:00 - 3:00 —
at THE ICE ARENA

BACK PACKING TRIP
Bike 14 miles through
Pinckney, Michigan
October 21-23
$7 includes camping &
ta transportation^

Sign up in UAO Office

What has made the problem even
more evident was a story in
yesterday's Sentinel Tribune.
Assistant sports editor Chis Sherk
wrote of two Rocket football
players who opted to attend UT,
when Bowling Green was only
minutes from their borne.
Both players were recuited by
BG but both opted to go north, and
enthusiasm was a big factor. UT
defensive back Marc Patton said,
"the community followed Toledo
good. Even when they were losing,
they were getting 17-18,000 in the
Glass Bowf UT defensive end Mike
Russell reiterated Patton'i
feelings, saying that, "I like the
enthusiasm Toledo has, I felt that
when I was being recruited."
As the weather gets colder, and
the famed BG winds start to blow,
it gets a little nippy out at Perry
Field. But bundle up, and support
the Falcons, it's a long MAC season
and they need your support
A UTTER printed in the letters*
section of the News last week
voiced my own pleas for a little
noise at athletic contests.
Tracey Wright "77 called for BG
fans to start a tradition - one of
getting loud. "Make yourself
heard. Be there at the start of
something good. Be a part of it. Get
into the Orange and Brown," was
the last paragraph of Wright's
letter.
Get out there and make yourself
heard - the dividends can pay off in
the form of a second straight MAC
championship. And, dont forget to
dress warm.

TONY PACKO'S
in
TOLEDO, OHO
Tims OCT IS
SK3N UP NOW JN UAO OFFICE
\* «*%#
**

TXMTXCT tJAO for FURTHER
INFORMATION 372-2343

Press here for a great
data processing career.
The right time.The right place.
State Farm is hiring.
If you're a senior with a data
processing, computer science or
math background, there may be
a very special career opportunity
watting for you in one of the
largest corporate data procsea
rngfeclaaa In the country.
There $m actuarial and auditing Jobs open, too.

Blue Chip. Qreen light State
Farm is one of America's leading
insurance companies. Through
innovative marketing and a proud
service trarJbon It has become
the nation's leading auto and
homeowner'a insurer, and one of
the top Nfe insurance companies
In the country
MwH receive expert training.
You'll work on state-of-the-art

data processing equipment Youl
go as far and as fast as you can.
You couldn't have a more solid
base to build a career on.

Contact your campus
Placement Director about
State Farm today
Or visit the State Farm Recruiter Our representative wHI be
on campus October 25.

StATlFAfiM INSURANCE COMPANIES Horn* CHf(e«« HoorWngton m-noi An Equal Opportune Employ*
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PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
October II, 1983
The li»Bw>>iu aisouiioia era be on
campus the •» ol October 24.
toes k> raarvae isaieotod canr>

Sign-Uo on Wedneedey October 12
lor da tatootng acheduae Sign-Up
«• be held n the FORUM ol me
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Qrada preferred. Irian May', a me»
mum of ban nanuloa wfl ba given
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CREDENTIAL FORM MUST BE
TURNED IN FOR EACH INTERVIEW
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ID along aalh a copy of your crodonHal rorm for each kitorvaa or overflow you achadula
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Lrbeo, Oaoaa read Co.
Corporak. DMaton
Toledo. OH
10-28-83 Da*. Rap: EVMktg .Dec .
May. Aug QrarJa (11 12 slots
(nOwanaCornlng^lberglll Con).
Toledo. OH
10-28-83 Satoa Rap
BVSeBng/Sataa. IPOO. 131 13 slots aa scriedula
CUM. Srvc LRap: B/Gen Bus
POO. (2) 13 slots aa. schedule
Buyer. B/Proc/Meoa. (1) 13 slots
LAI above Dae Grade oral than
May Grade
Raytheon Company
Lexington. MA
10-25-83 Proc Mgrnt Oavatopmenl
program B/Proc 'Marl. Prod AOper .
Dae,May Qrada (21 10 slots aa
achadule
Stale Form Insurance Co.a
Btoonwigton. IL
10-28-83 Prog /Anry B/MIS Comp
so course work with exposure to
major torrg . Dec May. Aug Qrada
(1) 11 slots. |l| 12 slots
(t) Toledo Edfaoa Company
Toledo. OH
10-25 83 Accl B/Accl (1)8 slots
Assl Anry B'Comp Set., MIS (1) 7
slots Al above -Dec Qrada oral
then May Grade
CF Aktrerght. Inc.
Indarapoes IN
10-28-83 Satoa Tmee
Prefer
BVMklg . but wfl conakMr other me
lore Prater QPA 2 8 minimum o
Oac.MayQrads (1)8stotsa
aa ol Oct. 8.

coupon In the
VCTO PASSBOOK
should have stated

riff DELIVERY
This special and one
coupon per pizza

■aavaoc PTOQ.'Affiy. Tmg. rtoopttn
Da»afupar«iia>ui.lui B/Comp SO.
Mam. Office Methoda Amy BrComp
Set., MB. Dae . May (1) 7 slots
Accl B/Acct . Dae . May ID 7 slots
Al above mual bring tranecrtpt (unomeH to arUiaaaH) to your interview
(OFkaaaone Ike t Rubber Co
Akron, Orno
10-25-83 Jr Chamtot: BrChem . Jr.
Prog /Anly bVComp Set. Dec. May.
Aug Grade (II 13 slots

A*

MACKSWAMP

Chemical Abstracts Senrlce
Columbus. OH
10-28-83 Appf Prog: Prog/Anty
BVM Comp SO., MIS, Dec.. May
Qrada Prater QPA 30 or better
overef (1) 13sk>ts
It) B.F Goodrich Co.
Akron, OH.
10-2t)-83 Acctng Career devafopmant program: B/Acet. or Bus
majors w/ooocentraUun to Accl,
May Qrada (2) 12 etott ee (QPA 3 0
ovaraf).

i Life Ineur. Co.
Dayton, OH.
10-28-83 Satoa Rap: B/Seang.
/Satoa. F«i . Mgrnt. Dae Qrada (1)
11 atoto
Satoa Mgrnt Devwoomenl MBA a al
mejors. Dec Qrada (1) 11 slots

m Mini ill Cora.
Fl LaudarOele. FL
10-28-83 lieatiisaa hvantory Con
kO. BVM Uatfa Mgrnt. Dae Qrada
prat, tan May Oreo. (1)13 slots
inowens minela, kic.
Ubbay Qtoea DMaton
Totodo. OH.
10-28-83 Satoa Tmee. B/Seang
'Satoa. Dec Qrada |1)8alota
(t) RCA Corporallona
Cherry Hi NJ
10-26-83 Purch. Aaaoc:
B/Proc /Matto . Dec Qrada.
10-27-83 (1) Ea date. 12 slots aa.
U.». Ak Force
Bowing Green. OH
10-28-83 Petrl: NavkjaUr Commuracarlons-Electronica Mgr Meteorology B/M al motors. DEC . May. Aug
Qrada (1) lOabta
Arthur Andersen » Co
AILocaaona
10-27-83 Staff Acct Tax Acct: B7M
Accl Dec . May. Aug Qrada. (7) 12
slots aa. achaduto Al mual com
Plata AA'a Personal Data Sheet In
back pocket ol brochure and bring to
hi.
I Revenue Service
Ckrretond, OH
10-27-83 «S Agent Tax AucWor
Revenue Officer
Special Agent
B/Acct . May Qrada (2) 12 slots
Kroger Company
Columbus. OH
10-27-83 Mgrnt Tmees B/Mklg .
Mgmf. Dae Qrada (1) 12 slots
(•IXero. Corporation
Rochester, NY
10-27-83 Satoa Tmee B/any rrajor.
m. In SaBng. Dec.. May Qrada (1)
IStWa,
If (National Ctly Bank
Cleveland. OH
10-28-83. Mgmf. Development program: B'Mgrnt . Econ . Fin., Ratalrig. Seang/Setoa. Prod/Opar.. (1)
12 slots BrComp SO (1) 12 slots
MBA's w/FIn mew (1)12 slots Al
above Dec Qrada prat than May
Qrada'
UARCO. INC.
Adrian. Ml
10-28-83 Acctng Mgrnt Tmee
B/AcO . Dec., May. Aug Qrada. in
I2atota
■EDUCATIONFrfth Third Unk
Clnonnatl. OH
10-24-83 Syal. Prog.
ANIy :
oVComp SO Educ. Dae. May
Qrada (1) 13 slots Ptoaae aign up
Oct. 12, 7:30-8:00 A M . FORUM.

EDITOR
APPLICATIONS

CAPITAL UNIVERSITY
LAW SCHOOL
will be interviewing at
Student Service Placement

Deadline: Friday, October 14
5 pjn. 106 University Hall

Octll
1-3 pm
all interested welcome!

Now Available

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
LEARN A8O0T ITUDY A1ROAD.
INTCRNtHIPt, CO-OPS, eiohaaae programs and other offeasapaa Baaaasale opt ions at tna
Ott-Campua OeMona Fab, Wedneedaqr, October 12 on Proul Plaza
Itntain Preut and Hayaa Heriti.
between ItkOO a.m. and 2:M p.m.
an prealdeia at BfetA wW
I Taaa. Oat It. at 7«0
am to 112 IHa Science. At) .dacaaaa taatora aiHoait.
The.

WOMEN IN BUSINESS
MEETING TONIGHT AT
7:30 113 B A
TOPIC "PLANfaED PARENTHOOD"
OPENTOALL

LOST AND FOUND
LOST: OpaJ In gold aetttng Extreme
aaryamantal value Ptoaae eel 3823318
LOST FooOoy key ring w/4 keys on
it 3 are FIAT keys Reward col 3522334
Lost: He* Coto Necklace. Meipe
Lost tost Saturday. Sentimental Value. SRewardJ il returned Ptoaae cat
362-1734.
LOST: 8 keys on a bulet key chain
l help me. 372-1617. Back!

RIDES
SERVICES OFFERED

Bkj JB. your Alpha Phi Unto bvee
you. BOOM
Btg Sra Betsy Sentner.
Though da eking waa long, > tod ma
to you and I'm so gad' HAPPY
BtRTHOAYI Love your «. Jenny

Lee Bib Oversea Reg. 25 00-29 80
Cordaroy I Cottons or«y 14.06 Onto
Lam Jean sura onfy tg 95 Jeer, n
Thtnga 631 Ptrjge at.

Brian. The peal year haa keen the
traeteef tar me! Thank yea tar ef
aha fMaaa aa here eheradl Yea-

pac-CIBexTniAS BALE
QtVE HER SC«*ETHt*3 SPECIAL-OPENNQ GOLD HEART LOCKET
ON IB" SERPENTfVE CHAM 14K
QE. SENO 612.75 TO AROEN SlMONE GALLERY. PO BOX 1074.
CLEVE , OHIO 44120

r ooeal I seta yaa ohra.tl
Cheek aa tar loa
Jeane N' Ttaaga. U1 Rtdpe Bt
■ to Ketth HeettngafMeslen
Radto Oada Hen of Famal You're
each a Pea Wee on FM1841 Crank II
up MAPI
Cnorjretutottona Tom Hardy 5 Rob
Peterson on going acOve-Your Alpha
Lambda Pledge dees brothers
Alpha Lambda words of wtodom Give reaped where reaped to
due. but never, rawer reaped an
Alpha Nu.
Bob 6 Qsrrnn on
ol your en-

sjtotton

CONQRATULATIONS BROTHER
LARRY BENOER ON YOUR LAVALePafia - THE PHI PSI'S
CX5VVQIRL. MY LITTLE'S THE BEST
M ALL THE WEST! ALPHA PHI
LOVE. LYNN
OR MEDULLA UVESMI
DR MEDULLA UVESMi
PR MEDULLA UVESt"
OREEK MTE IS BACKII
EVERY MON. St>M—CLOSE
BAM B'SII 107 STATE ST.

AT

TYPfNQ:
LStaertatlona. thaeto etc.
3620835 or 372-2261

OrefS.Hepoy 24thi I hope yaa hare a
wonderful birthday and I wish you
ai lay beat tor the upcoming year.
Hera a treat eayl Dana

Expert Typing
Reeaonebto nalee
Cal 352-7306 affer 5:30pm

Have a caae of me enjoyal
Happy Hour everyday •• 4-Bpm
DQVrNTOWN
MOLSOHS

Ruthto'a Sewing and AMrabona
Letters and Ineignae on tockats and
sweeters Al garments muat be
dean 362-7268

HOUOAY aaN-'-MTV
HAPPY HOUR
ALL DAY ALL NIOHT
ALLTHETaaEi

16.00 STYLE SPECIAL AT THE FALCON CLPPER 162-6200 EXPIRES

'BM-aM-aM'fM*aM'BMrraamattonel Bualneas Assoc.
Mf forte. Wad., Oct 12
7:J0pja.
MO all i ilii Had

Typing-low ratee Check out our prolesskxvaly typed and written reeumes
100. 362-6787

Spe>f>tfl)f OH Int. KrletfTiaWMptl

•asA•as*^a»A^a»A^^BA^t»A^

PERSONALS
A Phi Pal CengralulaMo.il to Chris
Bern and Damea Oreti on their
P*aVallaTJ • TWO aWPaaaaraajaW

ktta attonal Suslne
kaEETINO WED.. OCT. 12
7:SO p.m.
200 Moaalay real
Speaker en InL InlemaMpa

ITS NOT TOO LATEM KAPPA SIGMA
STARDUSTER RUSH—DATINQ
GAME OCT. 11. 7 30 PM COME
AND MEET THE BROTHERS AND
STAROUSTERS OF KAPPA SIGMA'
Kern Watson - ConrjrUutottona on
being elected secretary of NMPC
What a way to gat Involved - We're
so proud of youl Love, Your Alpha XI
OartoStotara
SCEC Baeeleet Day Carnation tele
through Thursday 11.26 each. Will

HOT I BALTIMORE
OCTOBER 6-8 and OCTOBER 12-15
WAIN AUDITORIUM
-.ruDLrgrs S/> 00 ADUl rs S4
■.

NEED F RMTE AVAILABLE rMMED
OR FOR SPR SEM VERY CLOSE
TO CAMPUS REOUCED RATE.
CALL NOW! 352-8992

Order your parent's weekend Murrain
Lkrveraay Hal Oa 17-18

1 F. to aubto apt. S120/mo Etoc.
only Ctoea to cempue 461 Thuraltn
Ava Contact Bonnie 352-3911

HELP WANTED

P A T A say. Alpha Daks are number
one' We love Atone Datto P1I

Oversees Jobs- Summer/Year round.
Europe. S Amer . Aialiaaa. Asa Al
Fields 6600-1200 monthly Sightseeing Free Info Write UC Box 52
OH-t Corona Dal Mer. CA 92825

Qua Srnoklng w/Hypnoato
382-8777
RUBH
ZBTIXtaf
TOfetOHT AT 7:60 'NERO NfOHT'
PRBE FOB MBWalT NtltO
Skip Sweeney;
Happy B-Oayli We hope 'YOUR' day
• lead with lota of laughter We want
you to know you're one super house
boy-We love you1 Love the eaters of
PWMu.

Earn doasra eeBng Avon Products
For more ntornation
PhyBa el 352 5833
Dealer Staeer earn $2 00 In wind
energy business Dealer needed lo
atari a raw tarrRtory for Interrarloral
marketing firm. Cal Mr. Nona at 1800-232-wlnd.

'aU'IBA'BsA'ISA-«sA-IBAPnTtH ItBllOllell aWaWnSSS AMOC.

FOR SALE

Meeting Wed., Oct 12
7:88 Pat
266 toOMloy Ha»

TUE60AY It tAM I'S T-SHIRT
DAY) T-tHMTt ON SALE 61.00
EACH All DAY. EVERY TUEt. IN
tAttflBARTHANK8 TO THE FOUNOER8
tTAJts: F0>l THE BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION LAST WEEK. YOU OUYt
ARE THE KtTI LOVE PAUL AND

IS IT TRUE YOU CAN BUY JEEPS
FOR 644 THROUGH THE U S. GOVERNMENT? GET THE FACTS TODAY! CALL (312) 742-1142 ext.
1794
Head Downna ska w/potos and rusael Boots 615000 874 6580
'89 camera No ruat, mlrjrsght baja.
Rune good 61800 CAI 823 8843
Otde
ptMaM.

F

ertUClHTtraaVrlt,

For Sweetest
Day

NIBBLING HOURS
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

Come in and see our complete lira
of Fraternity — Sorority Jewelry.

Saturday
October 15

AFTERNOONS ,
11 am - 2 pm
$3.70
Cash or Charge

EVENINGS
^ 4 pm - 8 pm
$4.00
Cash, Student
Coupons, or
Charge

* OPEN ALL HOME FALCON FOOTBALL
GAMES FROM 10:30 am - 2:00 pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT HOMEMADE
SOUPS & SALAD SARI BOTTOMLESS BEVERAGES!
"EXOTIC FRUITS"

LOCATED IN THE
CARDINAL ROOM
IN
THE UNION BLD6.
ALL WELCOME!

50*
OFF
ON SOUP & SALAD BAR
COUPON GOOD WED - FRIDAY i
Oct. 12, 13, 14, 1983

Special gift wrapno charge

To my fun rooramasa Betsy. That year
ha* reef, bean Ira beat n rrata you
when I go out weal. But for today,
«tat I want lo say say « I hope y*u
have (a beat BOayl Happy 201
Lone. Sherry
To our Atphe Phi Ska and I omasa.
The yam aaa long and ktdkwa. but
flnrjng you at the end made II el
•rorth afaa Love. Your Arpha PN
Utaaa
TO THE PHI CELTS: WE KNOW ITS
LATE BUT YOU'RE STILL ON OUR
MINOS! THANKS FOR A OREAT
TEA! - LOVE. THE ALPHA QAM
PLEDGES
We aaaad the beet tor la all
Reeh 6hj Ep Oaidan Meert.i
Ocotber 13th
Ba a 8% Ep UT Blal
Send a baaoon bouquet for Sweelaet
Pay The oaaoonman-352-6081.
SEARS COMPACT
REFRIGERATORS UN STOCK
SEARS CATALOG MERCHANT
148 N MAIN 362-2811

Good News Sundance haa a greet
expanded menu-try R soon 3621002.

10% dak
aur very speclei gueel cardl
Do you here yours yet?
No Strtngsl Come In 6 pk* up
purchaee necaeeery
LK 1450 E.

2.5 cu. It refng Greet condition 4
yra. fatt on warranty. Excel, kx dormprice rapot 352-6130
MOTORCYCLE
FOR BALE.
81066.60. 8UZUKI OS450T, '61. EX.
COMP. ABK FOB BTtVE, 162-7471
1971 VW Bua 6800 or beet offer
High mleage. runs good 688-4551
or 352<009 after 6 pm
eg Chevy Station Wegon Raraba
6150 352-4501 or 362-7620
75 > 250MM ZOOM LENS CANON
MOUNT EXCELLENT CONOmON
MUST SELU CAU PENNY AT 3822990
23" 12 SPEED PUEGOT FOR SALE
LOADED WITH ODOMETER, ETC.
ONE MONTH OLD. ASKING
8235 00 CALL 382-2776.
For Sea. 1 pr Canal Klein Jeens.
aue 5. Bra new 1 pr Ight purple
dreaa pants, alia?, race
Need
money, mual earl 610 00 each. Cal
dobbk) 372 5569
Conn Tenoraaxophone Good condition efklng 6300. Cal 372 3831
aak lor Annette

FOR RENT
Apt lor Rent 3-4 person, neaaonaba
monthly rent. Low Utabes. Apply al or
Cal Amhart Vaage Aprs
1820
Ckmgh 354 1501
On or before to 31 Furn ess 8209
«eac 620orl1atmo 352 7891
Need 4lh lerrate to IB 2 bdrm apt
362-7386
SUBLEASE - Jan-Aug. 1 Bedrm
turn apsrtml Al utBlea nd eicot
ease CU Carolyn 352-8033

presents:

THE RETURN OF

HI and STAGEY
SAT. OCT. 15
8:00- 11:00 pm
GRAND BALLROOM
$1.00 admission
toem nm mm TO IS
IfTEl IKM

10 Control
51 Entertainer
11 Casino feature
Tennllle
12 Ship's course
52 Efforto
13 Radio or TV
54 Name for a
18 Subordinate
colleen
9 Enters a
24 Mlnoans
58 Batwoodlree
marathon
25 Classifies
60 Yorkshire river
14 "El
,"
27 Cuckooplnt
61 Snake of South
Spanish hero
28 Make good. In a
America
15 Therefore
way
62 The cream ol
16 Obliterate
30 Always
society
17 Perfume
33 "The — and Mra.
64 Cravat ad|uncts
dispensers
Mulr"
66 Modern composer
19 Decree, In Canada
34 Hero ol iuvenlle
Nad
20 Curtain fabric
fiction
67 Light beige
21 King, tn Cannes
35 Vln
(table
shades
22-Tho
Shoes'' 68 Word with dog
wine)
23 Now and
37 Merganser
or lion
24 African snake
69 Eared containers 40 Laws
26 Head the bill
42 Small creature
70 Sixth: It.
29 Noun-forming
45 Cupidity
71 Indisposed
suffix
48 "They Call Me
31 DDEs opponent
Tlbbs"
DOWN
32 Bitter weed
53 Stout relatives
1 "...
of
33 Niche
56 "LOU Grant"
thousands"
36 Hardy heroine
reporter
2 Moat
38 Jaz2 rover's
56 Urge
3 Idolize
choice
57
Twangy. as
4 Leveler
39 Angry insects?
speech
5 Plnce
41 Kenya's neighbor
59 Edges
6 Winter month, In
43 Passe (with "hat")
61 Too
Madrid
44 Pro
62 No sooner
7 Tumbler
46 Cure
63 Sound from the
8 Names for
47 Svelte
herd
charming
49 Maritime: Abbr.
65 Barbershop
mademoiselle*?
50 "Tea for
"
specially
9 Raise
ACROSS
1 Name meaning
"ornarrvont"
4 Name ol lame,
In golf

OaMltSi

1976 Scrooco m vary good comtIkm Incrudaa rarJo-tape deck, oquel
izer. four 3-way apeekera. ak
conolion. ak) log-kgrits 62.800
Cal 354-3104.

SUPPORT OUR
AMERICAN FARMERS!
DI6 IN AND NIBBLE IN OUR GARDEN!

OO

1250.00 372-1764.

Tea Chrlenaa:
liapoT2Jndaarthde.il
I hope It la a super ana.
You are eo very special to me
and I lore arw gobel!
Lose ekaefs, 6ae

Make your reaervebono today for
SUNDANCE'S new upetaka. Book
your Chrarmes parties now Cal
382-1092 for reservations

•'-

WANTED

KIT

MIST

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

